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ABSTRACT 
Let V”‘@ denote the mth tensor power of the finite dimensional complex vector 
space V. Let V,(G) CV”‘@ be the symmetry class of tensors corresponding to the 
permutation group G and the irreducible character x of G. Each basis of V induces, in 
a natural way, a basis of V”‘@. The article considers the corresponding problem of 
inducing bases of VJ G). 
INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a complex inner product space of dimension n. Denote by V”@ 
the mth tensor power of V, and express a typical decomposable tensor as 
v,@v@ . . . @on,. The inner product on V induces an inner product on V”@ 
which is determined by 
(v,@v,@ . . . c3vnt, w,@w@ .. . @w,)= i&vt. w,). 
For each permutation u in the symmetric group S,, let P(o) be the (unique) 
linear operator on V”‘@ determined by the action P( u -‘)vl@ ~$3 . . .Ci3 v, = 
%(l,@%(z.)@ . . . @%(fn). It easily follows that P(o-‘)=P(u)-‘=P(u)*, the 
adjoint of P( u ) with respect to the induced inner product. Suppose G is a 
subgroup of S,,,, and let x be an irreducible character of G. Define 
%x)=~(cI) X(ld) 2 x(u)P(u). 
otc 
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Then T(G, x) is an orthogonal projection onto the symmetry class of tensors 
V,( G ). 
Let E={el,ez,..., e,,} be an orthonormal basis of V. Then {e,” =e,(,,@ 
c,(2) @ ...a eyCmJ: y E I?} is an orthonormal basis of V”‘@, where I is the set of. 
functions from { 1,2,. . . , m} into { 1,2,. . . , n} [3]. It follows that {e,* = 
T(G, x)e.,?: YES} must span V,(G). We are interested in obtaining a subset 
A of I such that {e,* : y pi\} is a basis of V&G). Our first step will be the 
elimination of the zeros from { ey* : y E r}. 
Say that (Y, /_I E I are equivalent, and write (Y __P (mod G), if there is a 
u E G such that P=(Yu. It is proved in [7] that 
if pfa(modG), 
where G, = {r EG: ar=cx}. Taking p=a (and u=id) in (l), we obtain 
(1) 
(2) 
In particular, e,* #O if and only if 
(~.a= ye: ( 2 x(T)#o , nEG, i 
i.e., ez #O if and only if the restriction of x to G, contains the trivial 
character as a component. Our search for A may therefore be restricted to Q. 
Now , if a=/? (mod G), then G, is conjugate to GP in G. It follows that D 
is a union of equivalence classes. Let A be a system of distinct representatives 
for the equivalence classes in 52. Then 
Q= u {au:u~G}. (3) 
nra 
THEOREM A [9]. Let E= {e,, e2,. . . , e,,} he a basis of E Then V,(G) is 
the direct sum of the spaces ( ezO : u E G ) , as (Y ranges over A. 
Proof. As we may endow V with the (unique) inner product with respect 
to which E is orthonormal, the result is a restatement of (3). H 
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In case x(id) = 1, e,* = x(a)e,*. Thus, each subspace in the 
Theorem A is one dimensional. We have proved the following: 
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direct sum of 
V. 
THEOREM B [5]. Suppose x(id)=l. Let E={e,,e,,..., e,} be a basis of 
Then {e,*: ,~a} is a basis of V,(G). 
In general, we have the following result of R. Freese. 
THEOREM C [l]. Zf YEI’, then dim(e,*,: UEG) =x(id)(x,l& i.e., the 
degree of x times the number of occurrences of the trivial character in the 
restriction of x to G,. 
In principle, for each (Y E E, we may select a subset L, of {(Yu: u E G} 
such that {e,* : y E L,} is a basis of (e,*, : u E G ) . By putting these subsets 
together, we obtain a set 
such that {e,* : y pi\} is a basis of V,(G). It can be shown that a is 
independent of E. 
RESULTS 
As a preliminary step in the analysis of the linear relations among the 
elements of {e,*, : u E G} it seems natural to consider 
G”={u~G:thereisanumber,c,(u),suchthate,*,=c,(u)e,*}. 
Of course, G, CC”, and the restriction of c, to G, is identically equal to 1. It 
was shown in [7] that G” does not depend on E, that G” is a subgroup of G, 
and that c, is a character of G* of degree 1. Moreover, if x(id)= 1, then 
G” =G and c, =x. 
THEOREM 1. Let UCG and CXEFQ. Then uEG” if and only if 
(4) 
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Proof. Suppose that Eq. (4) holds. According to (l), 
Thus I(q$, e,*)(=x(id)(x, l),J[G: G,]. But, this is exactly the value given by 
(2) for (e,*, e,*). On the other hand, since P( 7) is unitary, T E S,, it follows 
that (e,*,, e,*,)=(e,*, e,*). Putting this information together yields I(e,*,, e,*)l= 
1) e,*, I( . I( e,* 11, i.e., the case of equality in the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality. Since 
e,* # 0, it follows that e& is multiple of e,* and, hence, that CI E G a. 
Conversely, 
I(e~~,e,*)l=I(ca(a)e,*,e,*)l 
= ,d”),l g$ ZG 
a 
[G: Gal 
= x(id)(x>I)G, ’ 
since Ic,(u)l= 1. Comparing with the value of I(e,&, e,*)\ given by (l), we 
obtain the result. n 
THEOREM 2. Suppose a~fk Zf uEG*, then (x,l),.=(~,c,)~, where 
H= (G,, u) , the group generated by the elements of G, together with u. 
Proof. Recall that the restriction of c, to G, is identically 1. Since G, is a 
subgroup of H, it follows that 
(x7 l)G, ‘(X. CJC” axa dff. 
It remains to establish the reverse inequality. Let { A( r ) = (a i i( T )) : 7 E G) be 
an irreducible, unitary representation of G which affords x. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that the restriction of this representation to G, is 
fully reduced and that the trivial representation occurs first with multiplicity 
r=(x, l),_, i.e., 
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VEG,. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we may combine e,*, =c,(u)e,* and the 
information provided by Eq. (1) to obtain 
2 Xt4=%t4~Gxt~) 
nrC;, 
=ro(G,)c,(a). 
But 
(6) 
By the Schur relations [2, p. 32; 10, p.161, the term in brackets is zero if if j 
or if i>r. For l<i=j<r, it is o(G,). Thus 
2 ~(ru)=o(Ga) i ‘ii(u). (7) 
nEC, i=l 
Comparing (6) and (7) yields 
rc,(u)= i UJU). 
i=l 
Since {A(r): LEG} is a unitary representation, ~~,~(a)~ < 1 for all i. Since 
jc,(u)1=1, it must be that uii(u)=c,(u), l<i<r. Therefore 
It follows that 
for all TEH=(G,,u). Hence, (x,c,),>r. 
COROLLARY 1. Let u E G and a E Qt. Then e,*, = e,* if and only if (x, l)c, 
=(x, l)H, where H= (G,, u). 
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Proof. If e,*, = e,*, then u E G* and c,( u ) = 1. Since c, is a homomor- 
phism, it follows that c,( 7) = 1 for all ~EH, and necessity follows from 
Theorem 2. To prove sufficiency, suppose (x, l)o,=(x, l),=r. Let{A(T): T 
E G} be an irreducible, unitary representation of G which affords x. Without 
loss of generality we may assume A( 7) takes the form (5) for all 7~ EH. 
Suppose {B(m): v EH} affords the character X. Then, in particular, 
It follows from (1) that 
(8) 
(9) 
I. (10) 
We next show that the right hand side of (10) is rx(id)/[G: G,]. Let 
Then S=S* and o(G,)S= S2. It follows that S is positive semidefinite hermi- 
tian. But, by (8), trace S=O. Therefore S=O. Finally, 
z X(mu)=trace(SB(u)) 
?iEGl 
=o. 
Returning to (lo), we find 
(e2 a 
e*)= [G: Gal 
x(id)(x, lb, ’ (11) 
It follows, as in the proof of Theorem 1, that there is a number c such that 
e* =ce,*. Then (e,*,, 
tgt (e,*, 
e,* ) = c( e,*, e,* ). On the other hand, we have just seen 
, e,*)=(e,*, e,*). Therefore, c=l. n 
If (Y is one to one, then G, = {id} and (G,, u ) = (u ) , Thus, Corollary 1 
may be thought of as an extension of the following: “If (Y is one to one, then 
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e* =e* if and only if x(u)=x(id).” An extension of this statement in another 
dai:ectiin may be found in [ll]. (Also see [4].) 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose x(r) = (x, l)c, for all r in the coset G,u. Then 
e* =e* ao a’ 
Proof. Return to Eq. (9) above. The hypothesis immediately yields (ll), 
and we may proceed from that point exactly as in the proof of Corollary 1. n 
EXAMPLE. Let G= S,. Suppose x is the irreducible character of S, 
corresponding to the partition 5 =3 + 2. Think of I? as a set of integer 
sequences of length m, i.e., y E r corresponds to the sequence 
(Y(l)> Y(2)>. . . > y(m)). Let a = (1, 1, 1,2,3), and let u be the transposition (45). 
Then (YU=( 1, 1,1,3,2). It was discovered by a brute force computation, and 
reported in [7], that e,*,=e,*. It turns out that (~,l)~,=l and ~(a~)=1 for 
all ~EG,=S,. 
We conclude with a result which was stated but not proved in [7]. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a subgroup of S,. Suppose x is an irreducible 
character of G. lf a ~52, then (x, c,)~” #O, i.e., (x, l)G 0 #0 always implies 
(X> %)P #O. 
Proof. Let {A(T)=(aJT)): TEG} b e a representation which affords x, 
Assume that the restriction of this representation to G” is fully reduced. Let 
E={e,,e,,..., e,} be a basis of V. Now, not only is T(G, x) idempotent, but 
it commutes with P(T), 7~ G. Therefore, since cx EQ, 
o(G) o#X(id)eZ= E x(~-‘)e,*, 
TEG 
where r1,r2,..., rk are representatives of the distinct right cosets of G” in G. 
Thus, 
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Now, if ca is not a component of the restriction of x to G*, then by the Schur 
relations, the term in brackets is zero for all s and t, i.e., a contradiction. n 
Since Ga = G and x = c, when x is of degree 1, the converse to Theorem 3 
fails. 
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